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When it comes to the threats seen this past quarter, it seems no amount of caution 

can protect users. Cybercriminals and threat actors no longer need to create new 

channels to reach their victims and targets. Most of the groundwork has already 

been laid out, they only need to follow through.

The biggest security gaps are the ones often overlooked. Malvertisements, for 

instance, are not new. Many users have grown accustomed to them. Though 

users arm themselves with the latest security solutions and know-how, nothing 

can prepare them for malvertisements laced with zero-day exploits. The 

Adobe® Flash® incident seen this February showed how effective such an attack  

could be.

Mobile users were also not spared. Adware continued to be a significant threat, 

as evidenced by Google Play™’s app takedown in the same month. The devices 

of millions who downloaded seemingly safe high-risk apps were, however, 

already infected before the takedown. Ad networks definitely need to step up  

their security.

Many users also fail to see dated technology as a serious issue. The steep rise in 

the number of macro malware (embedded in Microsoft™ Word® files) infections 

and the persistence of OpenSSL exploits revealed just how big a foothold 

cybercriminals can get by taking advantage of old and known vulnerabilities.

But perhaps the biggest sector caught unaware these past few months was the 

retail industry, which is interesting, considering that point-of-sale (PoS) malware 

attacks remained prominent. Much like ransomware, PoS malware will seemingly 

endure, putting companies’ and their customers’ data at risk.

Are we really doing enough to protect ourselves from security threats? As the 

biggest incidents in the first three months of 2015 showed, even the most security-

savvy users and organizations are not immune to these dangers. Threat actors 

will, after all, not hesitate to take advantage of even the slightest security loophole 

to get what they want. In today’s computing ecosystem, there should be no room 

for error.

NOTE: All mentions of “detections” within the text refer to instances when threats were found on users’ devices and subsequently 
blocked by any Trend Micro security software. Unless otherwise stated, the figures featured in this report came from data gathered by 
the Trend Micro™ Smart Protection Network™ cloud security infrastructure, which uses a combination of in-the-cloud technologies 
and client-based techniques to support on-premise products and hosted services.
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Web Advertising Business Model Flaws 
Put User Security at Risk

Online ads became a favored exploit carrier, most likely riding on the 
fact that users cannot control what ads they see. Site owners, like their 
visitors, also suffered, as they had no control over what ads were actually 
shown on their sites.

Zero-day exploits targeting Adobe software got a 

recent upgrade as they were used in malvertising 

attacks. An example of such an exploit (CVE-2015-

0313), which has become part of the Angler Exploit 

Kit, was uncovered early this February. It used 

malvertisements and so no longer required victims 

to visit or stumble upon malicious pages to get 

their computers infected.

Recent malvertising attacks have become a more 

serious threat with the use of zero-day exploits. The 

malvertisement-zero-day combination undermined 

two of the most common security best practices 

today—only visiting trusted sites and keeping 

applications updated with the latest patches.

The online advertising industry, said a U.S. 

Senate Committee on Homeland Security and 

Governmental Affairs report, is tricky to navigate 

around. “The complexity of the online advertising 

industry makes it difficult to identify and hold 

accountable the entities responsible for damages 

resulting from malware attacks.”1, 2 Malvertising 

is a problem not only for end users but also 

site owners. Websites could also be laced with 

malicious advertisements without their owners’ 

consent or knowledge.
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Common
Vulnerabilities
and Exposures
(CVE) ID

Vulnerability
Disclosure

Attack
Discovery

Vulnerability
Patching

Trend Micro
Deep Security
Rule Release

JAN 22 JAN 22 JAN 24 JAN 27

All Adobe Flash versions
up to 16.0.0.257

Exploited via SWF_ANGZIA.A 
(arrival undisclosed)

CVE-2015-0310

JAN 22 JAN 22 JAN 24 FEB 2

All Adobe Flash versions
up to 16.0.0.287

Exploited via SWF_ANGZIA.B, 
SWF_ANGZIA.C, or SWF_ANGZIA.F
through malvertisements

CVE-2015-0311

FEB 2 FEB 2 FEB 4 FEB 10

All Adobe Flash versions
up to 16.0.0.296

Exploited via BEDEP backdoors
through malvertisements

CVE-2015-0313

FEB 5 FEB 5 MAR 10 FEB 3

Microsoft™ Internet
Explorer® versions 9 to 11

Exploited via Web injection
aided by malicious links

CVE-2015-0072

Notable Vulnerabilities in 1Q 2015

Out of the four zero-day exploits disclosed this past quarter, two used malvertisements as infection vector.
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How Online Advertising Works How Online Malvertising Works

Ad networks connect  
advertisers to sites that 
want to host online ads; 
they collate and 
aggregate multiple ads 
for delivery to di�erent 
sites

Ad publishers (site 
owners) integrate ads to 
the sites’ online content; 
they can display multiple 
ads in di�erent formats

Users see ads when they 
visit ad-hosting sites

Malicious and legitimate 
ads get mixed together, 
possibly due to lack of 
proper vetting when 
submitted by ad networks

Advertisers want to 
promote products or    
services

Cybercriminals pose
as advertisers and    
submit malicious ads

Malicious ads are 
displayed on ad-hosting 
sites

Malicious ads exploit 
vulnerabilties on site 
visitors’ computers to 
drop malware

How Malvertising Works
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A zero-day Adobe Flash exploit distributed 

via malvertisements spread BEDEP malware.3 

Unwitting users who downloaded BEDEP malware 

were put at risk of becoming unwilling participants 

in attackers’ botnet operations, apart from 

becoming fraud victims and downloading other 

malware.4

The advertising-related threats this quarter also 

included Superfish, a browser add-on that came 

preinstalled in at least 52 consumer-grade Lenovo® 

laptop models shipped between September and 

December 2014.5, 6 Categorized as a piece of 

bloatware or unnecessary software that eat up a lot 

of disk space and come preinstalled in computers, 

Superfish had the capability to alter search results 

(displayed as images) based on users’ browsing 

histories.7 It not only behaved like adware but also 

allowed cybercriminals to snoop in on supposedly 

secure communications.

Malvertisements redirected victims to sites that automatically infected their computers with various kinds of malware.

Number of BEDEP and ROZENA Infections  
Distributed via Malvertisements from 4Q 2014 to 1Q 2015

4K

2K

0

OCT NOV DEC

BEDEP
TOTAL: 7,719

JAN FEB MAR
2014 2015

0
1 106

5 6

2,385

1,858

2,480

313 152

3,568

1,660

ROZENA
TOTAL: 4,815

1Q 2015
TOTAL: 10,031

4Q 2014
TOTAL: 2,503
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Superfish comes preinstalled 

on certain Lenovo laptop 

models so users may not have 

full knowledge and consent as 

to what it is and what it does.

Superfish installs its own root 

certificate to allow it to 

function even in HTTPS, which 

enables it to intercept secure 

communications without 

triggering warnings.

Superfish certificates use the 

same private key that has been 

leaked to the public across all 

laptops, which implies weak 

encryption and security against 

possible abuse.

Superfish Visual Search is 
a browser add-on that 
displays ad-related images 
related to search results.

How Does Superfish Work?

Apart from being preinstalled on computers and behaving like adware, Superfish posed a serious threat. 
Its weak certificate put even secure communications at great risk.

Adware did not only go after users, as several 

Google Play apps that used the MDash software 

development kit (SDK) also aggressively displayed 

harmful ads on all affected mobile devices.8 MDash 

(ANDROIDOS_ADMDASH.HRX) was said to have 

infected millions of devices before apps laced with 

it were removed from Google Play. Over 2,000 

apps sporting similar behaviors were also found on 

the store.
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MAR

FEB

APR

MAY

FEBRUARY 3

Google reportedly 

removed three apps from 

its store after these were 

found to be adware in 

disguise

MARCH 11

2,377 app SHA-256 hashes 

were found by our 

researchers on Google Play 

at the time of analysis

MARCH 26

Google was notified about 

the issue and said it would 

conduct further 

investigation

MARCH 31

682 apps were left on the 

store when our researchers 

checked

APRIL 2

MDash blog entry was 

published

APRIL 15

85 apps were left on 

Google Play when our 

researchers checked again

Number of MDash-Laced Apps Found on Google Play  
Before and After the Takedown 

Around 2,000 MDash-laced apps were found on Google Play early this March,  
most of which were taken down within a month after the notification.

The threats seen this past quarter abused the online 

advertising platform to compromise users and site 

owners’ data security. Malvertisements proved 

effective vehicles for zero-day exploits, as seen 

in the recent Adobe zero-day attacks. Superfish 

put even supposedly secure communications in 

danger of landing in attackers’ hands. And proving 

again that no device is safe from threats, attackers 

used MDash and similar apps to steal precious 

information from victims.
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“For regular people, malvertisements represent one of the worst 

threats out there. More than any other threat, malvertisements 

can hurt people even when they’re doing all the right things. 

Malvertisements can affect people who don’t click links, have 

fully updated security solutions, and only go to trusted sites. In 

short, there’s no amount of caution that can protect you from 

malvertisements, just luck.”

—Christopher Budd, 
Threat Communications Manager

“Users have steadily been moving away from exposing 

advertising materials in both online and traditional media. If 

the trend of advertising abuse continues, we can expect to see 

browser makers directly incorporate ad-blocking functionality 

to their products, which is only available as third-party plug-ins 

today. The only potential means to avert this sea of change is 

for advertising networks to step up their game when it comes to 

verifying the content they serve using prerelease sandboxing, for 

example, and effectively authenticating the sites they serve.”

—Rik Ferguson, 
Vice President of Security Research
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GulCrypt
TROJ_GULCRYPT.A

Uses .RAR to 
password-protect archived 
files; password is PGP 
encrypted

Downloaded by 
TROJ_CRYPTOP.KLS along 
with other components

Uses old techniques though 
new variants are frequently 
released (targets more file 
types; switched from 
Russian to English ransom 
notes)

Distributed via spam and 
vulnerability exploitation

Mimics TorrentLocker’s user 
interface (UI); extensively 
uses wildcards to search for 
filename extensions; 
encrypts files in network 
shares

Inlcuded in the Nuclear 
Exploit Kit

Uses a UI similar to that of 
CryptoLocker; encrypts 
game-related files apart 
from documents

Inlcuded in the Angler 
Exploit Kit

Uses GnuPG to encrypt files; 
downloads hacking tools to 
steal browser-cached login 
credentials; uses sDelete 16 
times to hinder victims from 
recovering files from backup; 
mostly targets Russians

Distributed via spam with a 
JavaScript™ downloader

Renames files to {encoded 
filename}.xtbl; steals IP 
addresses; 

Included in the Nuclear 
Exploit Kit

1 (Bandarchor)
TROJ_CRYPAURA.F

2 CryptoFortress
TROJ_CRYPFORT.A3

TeslaCrypt
TROJ_CRYPAURA.F4 VaultCrypt

BAT_CRYPVAULT.A5 Troidesh
TROJ_CRYPSHED.A6

Crypto-Ransomware Infection Volume 
Soared, Threatened Enterprises

Crypto-ransomware expanded their target base, no longer just going 
after consumers but also trailing their sights on enterprises and niche  
user types.

Almost half of all ransomware infectors in the first 

quarter of 2015 have been classified as the more 

lethal type—crypto-ransomware. Today’s more 

potent ransomware no longer just locked victims 

out of their computers like their Police Trojan 

Comparison of Known Crypto-Ransomware Variants

predecessors. Their more lethal descendants—

crypto-ransomware—encrypted files held for 

ransom to ensure payment, putting users at 

greater risk.
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FEATURES 1 2 3 4 5 6

New family? Yes No Yes Yes Yes Yes

Data stolen Not applicable Computer name 
and machine 
globally unique 
identifier (GUID)

Not applicable IP address Browser-cached 
login credentials 
using a hacking 
tool known 
as “Browser 
Password Dump 
by Security 
Xploded” (HKTL_
BROWPASS)

IP address

C&C 
communication

No Yes (to a 
hard-coded 
command-and-
control [C&C] 
server)

No Yes (via 
Tor2web)

Yes (via Onion 
City - Tor2web)

Yes (via Tor)

Ransom note 
filename

{user name}_
files

fud.bmp (as 
wallpaper)

READ IF YOU 
WANT YOUR 
FILES BACK.html

HELP_TO_
SAVE_YOUR_
FILES.txt; 
HELP_TO_
SAVE_YOUR_
FILES.bmp (as 
wallpaper)

VAULT.txt README{1 to 
10}.txt

Extension name 
appended to 
encrypted files

.rar .id-{id#}_fud@
india.com*

.frtrss .ecc .VAULT Renames files 
to {encoded 
filename}.xtbl

Deletes shadow 
copies?

No No Yes Yes Yes No

Number of files 
targeted

11 102 (from 39 in 
older variants)

132+ 185 15 342

Ransom asked 
for

€300 US$500 worth 
of Bitcoins (BTC)

1 BTC 1.5 BTC 
(US$1,000 
if paying via 
PayPal)

US$247 worth of 
BTC (increases 
after seven days)

Unknown since 
victims need to 
contact threat 
actors via email 
first; no reported 
ransom payers 
yet

Uses the 
Deep Web for 
payment sites

Mail2Tor (Tor 
email service)

No (via email) Tor Tor Tor No (via email)

Freemium 
features?

Yes (via email) No Yes Yes Yes No

(* id# refers to the number that identifies victims during decryption transactions.)

Six families were added to the growing list of notable crypto-ransomware,  
which sported varying levels of demand severity and sophistication.
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United States

Australia

Japan

Turkey

Italy

France

Germany

India

Canada

Philippines

Others

34%

6%

6%

5%

5%

4%

3%

3%

2%

2%

30%

20K

10K

0

4Q
2013

1Q
2014

2Q
2014

3Q
2014

4Q
2014

1Q
2015

12K

9K

6K 6K

8K
13K

3K

2K

3K 3K

8K

3K

Crypto-ransomware

Ransomware

Number of Ransomware Infections

After declining in volume from the first to the third quarter of 2014, most likely due to the arrest 
 of Blackhole Exploit Kit author (Paunch) toward the end of 2013, the ransomware volume regained steam  

before 2014 ended. (The Blackhole Exploit Kit was known for distributing ransomware.)

Countries That Posted the Highest Number of Ransomware Infections in 1Q 2015

The United States accounted for the bulk of ransomware infections, most likely due to the addition of new  
crypto-ransomware variants like CTB-Locker early this year, which targeted U.S. residents.
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CRYPCTB

REVETON

KOVTER

CRYPWALL

RANSOM

CRILOCK

CRYPTOPHP

VIRLOCK

MATSNU

CRYPTWALL

Others

25%

20%

17%

11%

10%

6%

5%

1%

1%

1%

3%

Top-Ranking Ransomware Families

CRYPCTB, which accounted for 25% of the entire ransomware pie, is the Trend Micro detection name  
for CTB-Locker variants, which plagued users in the first two months of this year.

Though Paunch’s arrest in 2013 led to the decrease 

in the number of ransomware infections, the 

incident did not deter other cybercriminals from 

distributing more lethal variants of the threat.9 

Users today are, in fact, being plagued by even 

more lethal ransomware variants.

Even more alarming though, ransomware no 

longer just threatened consumers but also 

enterprises. CryptoFortress, a CryptoLocker 

“copycat” (TROJ_CRYPFORT.A), could encrypt 

files in shared folders.10 CRYPWEB, meanwhile, 

could encrypt Web server databases.11 Enterprises 

need to take ransomware as a serious threat to 

their infrastructure and business.
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Consumer

Enterprise

Small and medium-sized
business (SMB)

Others

72%

16%

6%
s

6%

4Q 2014

15,53216,433

52%

28%

14%
s

6%

1Q 2015

Number of Ransomware Infections  
by Segment in 4Q 2014 and 1Q 2015

The number of ransomware infections affecting enterprises almost doubled this past quarter. 
 This could be attributed to the increased number of ransomware targeting businesses as opposed to normal users.

Apart from enterprises, online gamers also joined 

the list of crypto-ransomware targets. Teslacrypt 

(TROJ_CRYPTESLA.A) could encrypt Steam® 

game and software data as well as documents, 

along with users’ media and backup files.12, 13   

Apart from targeting gamers, even police officers 

in Massachusetts have been duped into paying up 

to US$500 in ransom just to regain access to their 

encrypted files.14

Users from Australia and New Zealand (ANZ) 

suffered from ransomware attacks as well. 

TorrentLocker attacks, as seen this January, inched 

their way from market to market. Other crypto-

ransomware variants seen this past quarter also 

showed marked improvements. CRYPAURA, for 

instance, held a total of 102 file types for ransom, 

as opposed to its usual 39.

Ransomware can be likened to FAKEAV in that 

they scared practically anyone into paying the 

price to regain access to their computers and 

files. Time will tell whether ransomware will 

pose as many problems as FAKEAV did. Unlike 

FAKEAV though where user education proved very 

effective—as long as users ignored annoying pop-

up messages, they stayed safe—the same cannot 

be said for ransomware. Ransomware do not leave 

users a choice. Their only hope is to be able restore 

ransomed files from secure backup locations.
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“Crypto-ransomware provide a great means for cybercriminals to 

monetize attacks. Those behind the first variants earned millions 

of dollars in just a few months. The fact that ransomware can 

be easily turned into crypto-ransomware with the addition of 

crypto-libraries could have contributed to the threat’s growth. 

Crypto-algorithms are irreversible. Victims who don’t keep 

backups would then have no choice but to pay up to retrieve 

their important files.”

—Anthony Melgarejo, 
Threat Response Engineer
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Messages ask recipients 
to “Enable macros to 
display content” and give 
instructions to do so

Spam urge users to 
download and open 
attachments, usually blank 
or only have illegible 
content

Payload is executed once 
the macro is enabled

Macro Malware, Old but Still Effective

A resurgence of macro malware was seen toward 

the end of 2014, as evidenced by an increase 

in the number of spam with malicious-macro-

laden attachments and the emergence of new 

variants. Macro malware often used key phrases 

and popular search terms to entice targets to 

download and run them.15 Even infamous banking 

malware, VAWTRAK, used malicious macros to 

infect computers, a far cry from its known arrival 

methods. It used spam that convinced recipients to 

enable macros in order to properly view specially 

crafted Word file attachments. Doing so executes 

macro malware (W2KM_VLOAD.A), which 

download VAWTRAK variants.16 Other threats that 

previously used macro malware as infection vector 

include data stealers, DRIDEX and ROVNIX.17, 18

Cybercriminals could be relying on catching users 

unaware, hence the success of macro malware 

attacks. They took advantage of the fact that users 

do not have an idea what macros are and what they 

do. So when asked to enable macros to properly 

view attachments to very convincing spam, they 

do.

Macros are becoming more highly favored attack 

vectors due to their ability to bypass traditional 

antimalware solutions. Because running macro 

malware requires manual intervention, sandboxing 

technologies may not effectively thwart the threat. 

Users of email-scanning solutions may be less 

The resurgence of macro malware could very well be cybercriminals’ way 
of taking advantage of lack of user awareness. Very few users, after all, 
truly understand what macros are and how they work.

prone to macro malware infections, as these 

detect executables rather than scan for embedded 

malicious macros that can be easily obfuscated and 

thus remain unnoticed by antimalware solutions.

Social engineering played a big role in recent macro 
malware attacks. Users were tricked into enabling 

macros to properly view attachments without knowing 
they ran malicious routines in the background.

How Macro Malware Work 
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New Macro Malware Found as of 1Q 2015

A resurgence of macro malware was seen since 2014. Even banking Trojan, 
VAWTRAK, has started using them.

Number of Macro Malware Infections as of 1Q 2015

The number of macro malware infections has been constantly increasing since the 
first quarter of 2014. This could be attributed to the release of new variants and the 

rise in number of spam carrying malicious-macro-laden attachments.
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W97M_MARKER.BO

X97M_OLEMAL.A

W2KM_DLOADR.JS

X2KM_DLOADR.C

W97M_SATELLITE

W97M_DLOADR.XTRZ

W2KM_DLOAD.NB

W97M_DLOADER.GHV

X2KM_DLOAD.A

X97M_LAROUX.CO

Others
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5%

3%
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2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

2%

 70%

Countries That Posted the Highest Number of  
Macro Malware Infections in 1Q 2015

China topped the list of countries that posted the highest number of macro-malware-infected 
computers in the first three months of 2015. Though Microsoft has disabled macros by default on 

Office, users of older versions are still at risk.

Top-Ranking Macro Malware Variants in 1Q 2015
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DLOADR

DLOAD

MARKER

BARTALEX

DLOADER

DLOADE

OLEMAL

LAROUX

BURSTED

MDROP

Others

30%

10%
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Others
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Top-Ranking Macro Malware Families in 1Q 2015

Macro malware have become favored attack vectors because they can easily evade standalone 
antimalware solutions installed on most computers. The top-ranking macro malware families were 

downloaders, which could indicate that other malware use them as means to infect systems.

Microsoft Word documents and Excel spreadsheets  proved to be cybercriminals’   
favorite malicious macro carriers.

Applications Most Abused to Carry Malicious Macros in 1Q 2015 
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“Macro malware’s recent success could be attributed to their use 

of effective social engineering lures and the fact that they can be 

easily obfuscated. They are also normally embedded in Office 

files, which are treated more leniently by malware-scanning 

solutions. Even worse, macros can be enabled via batch and 

script files, which also evade antimalware detection.”

—Anthony Melgarejo, 
Threat Response Engineer
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FREAK, short for “Factoring RSA Export Keys,” 

a vulnerability that forces affected secure sites 

and applications to use weaker encryption, was 

discovered this March. All OpenSSL versions 

released prior to 1.0.1k and Apple Transport Layer 

Decade-Old FREAK Security Flaw Brought 
on Patch Management Challenges

FREAK and GHOST spooked users of vulnerable computers and 
applications. These brought about out-of-cycle patch management 
challenges for IT administrators, owing to the variety of platforms and 
devices that need to be secured. More exploitable flaws across platforms 
and devices are expected to surface as the year progresses.

Security (TLS)/Secure Sockets Layer (SSL) clients 

were found vulnerable to man-in-the-middle 

(MiTM) attacks.19 Affected Windows® users were 

put at risk of having their confidential data stolen. 20

Currently 
Vulnerable

Change Since 
March 3

HTTPS servers in Alexa’s top 1M domain names 8.5% Down from 9.6%

HTTPS servers with browser-trusted certificates 6.5% Down from 36.7%

All HTTPS servers 11.8% Down from 26.3%

The number of servers affected by the FREAK vulnerability has decreased since the flaw’s discovery this March.21

GHOST, a buffer overflow vulnerability in Linux™ 

(glibc or the GNU C Library versions prior to 2.2) 

also surfaced this January. The flaw is triggered 

by calling certain functions in glibc that allow the 

execution of arbitrary code. Fortunately, it is not 

easy to exploit and can affect a very small number 

of systems.22

Similar to client- and server-side vulnerabilities, 

Web application flaws need to be patched before 

they are abused. These can, after all, put business-

relevant data stored in possibly vulnerable back-

end databases at risk.

Trend Micro Deep Security data revealed that cross-

site scripting (XSS) and SQL injection attacks were 

used most to target Web applications in corporate 

servers. Open Web Application Security Project 

(OWASP) data supports this finding.
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Top Web Application Vulnerabilities Found in 1Q 2015

SQL Injection
Presents serious threats to any database-driven Web application; stems from insufficient or 
nonvalidated inputs passed on by users via affected Web applications to database servers in 
the form of SQL commands; can allow attackers to read, modify, add to, or delete data from 
databases, which can have disastrous consequences

Nonpersistent XSS
Allows attackers to inject malicious scripts (generally client side) into Web applications; XSS 
takes advantage of applications that do not validate, filter, or encode user-supplied data; often 
involves tricking victims into clicking legitimate-looking links that in reality provide additional 
data to launch attacks

Path Traversal
Exploits insufficient security validation in Web applications so attackers can access files from 
restricted system paths by navigating servers’ file systems; also known as “dot dot slash” or 
“directory traversal” attacks

Possible sensitive resource found
Allows attackers to obtain information on resources that may or may not be linked to 
applications’ structure like old backup, server configuration, server or database log, database 
configuration, database dump, or sensitive application files in order to carry out more 
sophisticated attacks

Directory indexing
Affects Web servers that display the index page of their virtual directory or subdirectory when 
accessed by user agents; allows attackers to mount further attacks by analyzing vulnerable 
Web applications’ directory structure and content or gain unauthorized access to directory files

Detailed application error messages
Allows attackers to gain access to sensitive information, including internal Web application 
logic, packaged with HTML codes that users see when Web application errors or exceptions 
occur

Sensitive form data transmitted without SSL
Allows attackers to obtain sensitive data transmitted via applications that do not use SSL

Include file source code disclosure
Allows attackers to gain access to and abuse sensitive application logic information found in 
source codes

Local path disclosure
Caused by the generation of unexpected outputs; Web applications that disclose local paths 
may give attackers an idea on webroot folders and such that they can use to craft customized 
attacks in order to access internal system files

Internal IP address leaked
Can disclose information about internal networks’ IP-addressing scheme that can be used to 
craft customized attacks
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Nonpersistent XSS is the most common Web application vulnerability. According to OWASP, “XSS flaws occur 
whenever an application takes untrusted data and sends it to a Web browser without proper validation.” This could 

allow attackers to execute malicious scripts by tricking users into clicking specially crafted links.
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Deep Security data also revealed that PHP 

server vulnerabilities were most prevalent 

among organizations. In fact, all 10 top server 

vulnerabilities had ties to PHP server-side 

scripting language designed for Web development 

and sometimes as a general-purpose programming 

language. Most of these vulnerabilities, rated 

“high” to “critical,” have been patched in the latest 

PHP versions.

Top Platform Vulnerabilities Found in 1Q 2015

CVE ID Severity 
Rating

Affected 
Software Description Solution

CVE-2012-
2688

Critical PHP Unspecified Upgrade to PHP 5.3.15 or 5.4.5 
or later

CVE-2012-
2376

Critical PHP Allows attackers to execute arbitrary 
code

Patches or upgrades have yet 
to be released to address this

CVE-2011-
3268

Critical PHP Allows attackers to execute arbitrary 
code or crash affected applications

Upgrade to PHP 5.3.7 or later

CVE-2014-
9427

High PHP Allows attackers to crash affected 
applications, obtain sensitive 
information from the php-cgi 
process memory, or trigger 
unexpected code execution

Contact application vendors 
for information on fixing this 
flaw

CVE-2013-
1635

High PHP Allows attackers to bypass intended 
access restrictions

Upgrade to PHP 5.3.22 or 
5.4.13 or later

CVE-2011-
1092

High PHP Allows attackers to crash affected 
applications

Upgrade to PHP 5.3.6 or later

CVE-2012-
1823

High PHP Allows attackers to execute arbitrary 
code

Upgrade to PHP 5.4.2 or later

CVE-2012-
2311

High PHP Allows attackers to execute arbitrary 
code

Upgrade to PHP 5.3.13 or 5.4.3 
or later

CVE-2012-
2386

High PHP Allows attackers to crash affected 
applications

Upgrade to PHP 5.3.14 or 5.4.4 
or later

CVE-2011-
1153

High PHP Allows attackers to obtain sensitive 
information and stage denial-of-
service (DoS) attacks

Upgrade to PHP 5.3.6 or later

PHP was the most vulnerable platform this past quarter, as flaws were discovered in different versions of the 
scripting language. Users and IT administrators alike should keep their applications updated with the latest patches 

or upgrade to the latest versions. Note that Deep Security has solutions in place to address related vulnerabilities.
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As more and more vulnerabilities in open 

source OSs and applications are discovered, IT 

administrators will find it increasingly difficult 

to mitigate risks associated with them. A major 

underlying issue could be the lack of direct 

accountability in disclosing or patching flaws, 

adding to the challenge of securing all potentially 

vulnerable OSs and applications.

“The FREAK attack was yet another reminder that no matter 

how secure we think our systems and networks are, there’s 

always something new to discover. Legacy systems should be 

upgraded as much as possible. Companies must retain the 

source codes of custom applications that vendors build for 

them. Like Heartbleed, FREAK should reiterate the fragility 

of OpenSSL. It’s an outdated technology and must be replaced 

with much better encryption libraries. Organizations that rely on 

open source software and libraries must review and tighten their 

security policies. They should use security solutions that assess 

IP and domain reputation, monitor network traffic via breach 

detection systems, and use intrusion prevention to block known 

and unknown threats, among others.”

—Pawan Kinger, 
Director of Deep Security Labs
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2013

2012

2011

2010

2009

2015

2014

Virginia Department of Health | U.S.

Patient records, prescriptions

Records lost: 8.3M

National Health Services  | U.K.

Unencrypted patient records

Records lost: 8.6M

Advocate Medical Group | U.S.

Names, addresses, dates of birth,
social security numbers

Records lost: 4M

Community Health Systems | U.S.

Five years’ worth of patient data, names,
addresses, social security numbers

Records lost: 4.5M

Premera Blue | U.S.

Names, dates of birth, email addresses,
addresses, telephone numbers, social
security numbers, member ID
numbers, bank account information,
claims information, clinical information

Records lost: 11M

Anthem | U.S.

Names, dates of birth, member ID
numbers, social security numbers,
addresses, phone numbers, email
addresses, employment information

Records lost: 80M

Health Care Industry Suffered Massive 
Breaches, Other Industries Debilitated by 
PoS Malware Attacks

Lax security and failure to use best-of-breed solutions despite the massive 
amount of confidential data stored in health care service providers’ 
networks could be the main reasons why they have become favored  
attack targets.

Major health care service providers, Premera Blue 

Cross and Anthem, suffered data breaches that 

exposed millions of their customers’ financial and 

medical records this March.23 The Anthem breach 

reportedly affected 80 million of its customers and 

employees.24 An attack on Premera Blue Cross that 

was discovered this January, meanwhile, exposed 

the records of 11 million of its customers. Both data 

breaches ousted NHS, which exposed more than 

8.6. million of its records, from being the worst-hit 

health care service provider since 2011.25

Health care service providers hold more 

information on customers than any other type of 

organization but do not necessarily use the most 

effective means to secure their data.26

Most Notable Health Care Service Provider Data Breach Attacks from 2009 to 2015

The Anthem and Premera data breaches, both discovered early this year, have been the worst found to date.27 

The last breach of this type was seen in 2011 when laptops that may have contained unencrypted patient records  
were stolen from NHS. (Note: Coverage was limited to organizations that lost at least 4 million records.)
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2005 2006 2007 2008

2013

2009 2010 2011 2012

2014

Health-care-related data breaches

10% 14% 14% 15%

14% 25%

44% 43%

24% 36%

How Many of the Data Breaches Seen from 2005 to 2014 
Were Health Care Related? 

The number of health care service provider breach victims has grown almost fourfold in 2014 from 2005. The health 
care industry even suffered more than the business and military and government sectors between 2012 and 2014.28

In the retail and service industry, PoS RAM scrapers 

continued to increase in number. Weak PoS system 

security allowed RAM scrapers to become viable 

means to breach networks though not necessarily 

to stage targeted attacks. PoS malware provided 

attackers instant gratification in the form of huge 

profits.

A variety of old and new PoS RAM scraper variants 

continued to plague users. FighterPoS joined the 

growing list of notorious PoS malware this February 

while oldie-but-goodie BlackPOS continued to 

haunt companies, accounting for a sizable chunk 

of the total number of infections.29
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Number of PoS-RAM-Scraper-Infected Systems

The number of PoS-RAM-scraper detections more than doubled since we started tracking them last year,  
which could be attributed to improvements to existing PoS malware, as in BlackPOS’s case.30

Countries That Posted the Highest Number of  
PoS RAM Scraper Infections in 1Q 2015

The United States was targeted most by PoS malware attacks, owing to its large base of potential victims. 
In fact, 80% of the country’s population constantly used payment cards as opposed to cash. 31
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Top-Ranking PoS RAM Scraper Families in 1Q 2015

POCARDL

DEXTR

POSLOGR

POSNEWT

JACKPOS

POCARDLER

POSLUSY

ALINAOS

POSHOOK

ALINA

Others

  20%

 14%

 11%

 7%

 7%

 6%

 6%

 5%

5%

5%

 14%

POCARDL, which stole payment card credentials, first seen in October 2012,  
was the most prominent PoS RAM scraper family in the first three months of 2015.32

“PoS malware are going to be mainstays in the security industry 

just like scareware, FAKEAV, and ransomware. This is especially 

true for countries like the United States where most people 

prefer cards over cash.”

—Jay Yaneza, 
Cyberthreat Researcher
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Old Threat Actors Reemerged with 
New Targeted Attack Campaign Tools, 
Tactics, and Procedures

Rocket Kitten and those behind Operation Pawn Storm set their sights on 
new targets, proving that targeted attacks continue to persist and evolve.

Operation Pawn Storm, an ongoing economic 

and political cyber-espionage operation exploited 

vulnerable iOS™ devices to infiltrate target 

networks.33 Though not the first campaign to make 

use of mobile malware to stage targeted attacks, 

Pawn Storm was the first to specifically set sights 

on iOS. The actors behind it used two malicious 

iOS apps—XAgent (IOS_XAGENT.A) and a fake 

version of MadCap (IOS_ XAGENT.B)—that were 

comparable to SEDNIT variants on Windows 

computers.

In keeping with continuous enhancements in the 

realm of targeted attacks, Rocket Kitten improved 

their tools, tactics, and procedures (TTPs).34 The 

actors behind the operation abused OneDrive® to 

host WOOLERG keyloggers.

Notable Mobile-Related Targeted Attacks Seen Since 2011

Pawn Storm
Economic and political espionage attacks instigated by a group of threat actors primarily targeting military, 
embassy, and defense contractor personnel from the United States and its allies; first to specifically use iOS 
malware to infiltrate target networks

Luckycat
Linked to 90 attacks against various industries and/or communities in Japan and India; used remote-
access-tool (RAT)-like Android™ malware that gathered information and uploaded/downloaded files to/
from infected devices

Chuli
Targeted Tibetan and Uyghur activists; used social engineering tricks to exploit vulnerable Windows and 
Mac OS X systems; spread ANDROIDOS_CHULI.A using hacked email accounts of target activists

Xsser mRAT
Believed to be a campaign launched by Chinese-speaking attackers against Chinese protesters; 
cross-platform malware, Xsser mRAT (ANDROIDOS_Code4HK.A), affected Android and iOS devices; 
ANDROIDOS_Code4HK.A exposed victims’ text, email, and instant messages, location data, usernames and 
passwords, call logs, and contact lists

Regin
Targeted governments, financial institutions, telecommunications operators, research organizations, and 
other entities in various countries; abused Global System for Mobile Communications (GSM) base station 
controllers to collect credentials needed to manipulate a Middle Eastern country’s GSM network
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Attackers target mobile devices because everyone uses them. Unsafe mobile habits practiced on personal  
time can easily leak into the workplace, thanks to the bring-your-own-device (BYOD) trend.35
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Attackers create malware signed 

with an enterprise certificate

Attackers host the malware on a 

server and uses itms-services to 

generate an installation link

Link is sent to target individuals 

who are lured to click via crafty 

social engineering tactics

A piece of malware is installed 

when the link is clicked

How the Pawn Storm Actors Bypassed Enterprise App Stores’ Security Measures

While the exact methods of installing XAgent malware remain unknown, they can 
affect even nonjailbroken devices if their carrier apps are signed with Apple’s enterprise 

certificate. Social engineering lures can also increase chances of device infection.
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Exploit Kits Continued to Grow in 
Sophistication

Exploit kits constantly add exploits for more and more vulnerabilities to their 
arsenals, adding to their allure to all kinds of attackers who are always on 
the lookout for the best value for their money. Their involvement in the past 
quarter’s malvertising attacks also proved a viable means of exploit delivery.

More than 70 exploit kits found in the wild can 

take advantage of more than 100 vulnerabilities.36 

Since Paunch’s arrest in 2013, the number of 

exploit kits in use has significantly dropped. What 

they lack in volume though, they are making up 

for in sophistication. Exploit kits are, after all, 

continuously being updated so they can take 

advantage of more and more vulnerabilities.

The Hanjuan Exploit Kit, for instance, was used in 

the previously mentioned Adobe Flash zero-day 

attack. The Nuclear Exploit Kit, meanwhile, was 

most used in the first three months of 2015.

Japan was attackers’ most favored country target, 

as evidenced by several malvertising attacks 

particularly going after Japanese users.37

As in the past, the most popular kits had exploits 

for Adobe Flash and Internet Explorer, most likely 

due to the software’s huge user bases.

Vulnerabilities Used in Exploit Kits

Nuclear Sweet
Orange FlashPack Rig Angler Magnitude Fiesta Styx Hanjuan

Internet 
Explorer

CVE-2013-2551 CVE-2013-2551
CVE-2014-0322
CVE-2014-6332

CVE-2013-2551
CVE-2013-3918
CVE-2014-0322

CVE-2013-2551 CVE-2013-2551 CVE-2013-2551 CVE-2013-2551 CVE-2013-2551

Microsoft 
Silverlight®

CVE-2013-0074 CVE-2013-0074 CVE-2013-0074 CVE-2013-0074 CVE-2013-0074

Adobe 
Flash

CVE-2014-0515
CVE-2014-0569
CVE-2014-8439
CVE-2015-0311

CVE-2014-0515
CVE-2014-0569

CVE-2013-0634
CVE-2014-0497
CVE-2014-0515
CVE-2014-0569

CVE-2014-0569
CVE-2015-0311

CVE-2014-0515
CVE-2014-0569
CVE-2015-0311

CVE-2014-0515 CVE-2014-0497
CVE-2014-0569
CVE-2015-0311

CVE-2014-0515 CVE-2015-0313

Adobe 
Acrobat® 
Reader

CVE-2010-0188 CVE-2010-0188

Oracle 
JavaTM

CVE-2012-0507 CVE-2013-2460
CVE-2013-5471

CVE-2013-2465 CVE-2012-0507
CVE-2014-2465

XMLDOM 
ActiveX

CVE-2013-7331 CVE-2013-7331 CVE-2013-7331 CVE-2013-7331

Adobe Flash exploits were available across all kits used in the most notable attacks in the first quarter of 2015.
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Nuclear

Angler

Neutrino

Sweet Orange

Magnitude

Hanjuan

Fiesta

Rig

31%

25%

13%

11%

11%

4%

3%

2%

Number of Times Exploit Kit Servers  
Were Accessed in 4Q 2014 and 1Q 2015

Sweet 
Orange Angler Magnitude Rig Nuclear Neutrino Fiesta Hanjuan Total

4Q
2014

1,077,223 363,982 155,816 140,604 14,671 26,943 25,133 No data 1,804,372

1Q
2015

264,897 590,063 255,593 42,424 740,037 321,712 61,952 103,924 2,380,602

Growth -75.4% 62.1% 64.0% -69.8% 4,944.2% 1,094% 146.5% No data 31.9%

Exploit Kits That Were Most Accessed by Users in 1Q 2015

A 30% increase in exploit-kit-related activities was seen this quarter. The Nuclear Exploit Kit recorded 
the highest number of user hits, most likely due to related malvertising attacks seen. The declining 

number of hits to the Sweet Orange Kit, meanwhile, could be attributed to the malicious ad cleanup 
certain advertising networks took on their platforms.
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Countries Most Affected by Exploit-Kit-Related Attacks 

Japan was the most affected country most likely due to the spate of exploit-kit-related malvertising 
attacks specifically targeting Japanese users early this year.

Though the volume of newly released exploit kits decreased, a sizable number remained active this past 

quarter. Could this be the calm before a storm? Are exploit kit developers lying low and quietly enhancing 

their offerings before going to market?

Known Daily Exploit Kit Activity in 1Q 2015

(Note: The spikes in the chart above correspond to the numbered details below.)

Actions taken by AOL to pull out malvertisements from its platform caused the decline in Sweet Orange Exploit Kit 
(1) activity. Angler (2 and 4) and Hanjuan (2) were used to push zero-day BEDEP malware to computers from late 

January to early February, which contributed to the increased number of times their servers were accessed. The 
Nuclear Exploit Kit (3 and 5), meanwhile, was used in a malvertising attack via pornographic sites. 
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“More and more exploit attacks are using malvertisements 

instead of compromised sites or spam. Abusing legitimate 

advertising networks, after all, allowed them to mask their 

malicious intent. Attackers constantly improve their tools and 

tactics to increase their campaigns’ effectiveness and grow 

their business. We are likely to see more such attacks as 2015 

progresses.”

—Joseph C. Chen, 
Engineer
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Threat Landscape in Review

The overall threat volume generally decreased 

compared with that recorded in the fourth quarter 

of 2014. Unlike the lower number of malicious 

domains we blocked user access to and malware 

we prevented from infecting devices though, 

the spam volume spiked. This could indicate a 

return to email as the most-favored infection 

vector to deliver old threats like macro malware to 

vulnerable computers.

Total Number of Threats Blocked 
in 1Q 2015

We blocked an average of 4.7 billion threats per month 
this past quarter, indicating a 1.5-billion increase from 

the number recorded in the last quarter of 2014.

Trend Micro Detection Rate: Number of 
Threats Blocked per Second in 1Q 2015

We blocked an average of 1,800 threats per second  
this past quarter. This showed an increase of 600 
threats  per second from the previously recorded  

1,200 threats per second.
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Number of Email Reputation Queries 
Blocked as Spam in 1Q 2015

We prevented a total of 12 billion emails from spam-
sending IP addresses from reaching users’ inboxes.

Number of Malicious Site User Visits 
Blocked in 1Q 2015

We recorded more than 800 million user visits to 
malicious sites this past quarter, increasing month 

 over month.

Number of Malicious Files Blocked in 1Q 2015

We prevented more than a billion malicious files from infecting devices this past 
quarter. The number of malware nearly doubled from this February to March.
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The KRYPTIK family of Trojans that mostly 

affected consumers joined the list of top-ranking 

malware this past quarter. These Trojans, previously 

noted for scaring users into submission by splashing 

warnings on their screens, attempt to download other 

malicious files onto already-infected computers. 

They did not succeed in knocking down SALITY and 

DOWNAD, however, from their top 2 perches.

Many of the top domains we blocked user access 

to this past quarter were adware related. This 

could very well have ties to the surge in number 

of malvertising attacks seen. Incidentally, adware 

also topped the list of mobile threat types. In sum, 

we have recorded more than 5 million Android 

threats to date, nearing our predicted total of 8 

million by the end of 2015.

Top Malicious Domains Users Were Prevented from Visiting in 1Q 2015

Domain Reason for Blocking Access To

files-download-131.com Downloads potentially unwanted files (PUAs)38

enhizlitakip.com Related to a Turkish Twitter follower scam

cnfg.toolbarservices.com Related to adware posing as a browser toolbar

s.trk-u.com Related to adware posing as a browser toolbar

s.ad120m.com Site a TROJ_GEN variant communicates with

sso.anbtr.com Site PE_SALITY.RL communicates with

f0fff0.com Opens pop-up pages that download adware

fa8072.com Opens pop-up pages that download adware

creative.ad120m.com Site a TROJ_GEN variant communicates with

lovek.info Has ties to click fraud

Most of the malicious domains we blocked user access to this past quarter were 
involved in serving adware and had ties to other scams.
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Countries That Hosted the Highest Number of Malicious URLs in 1Q 2015

The United States continued to top the list malicious-URL-hosting countries. 
France and Hungary were knocked off the list by Costa Rica and Portugal.

Countries That Posted the Highest Number of Users  
Who Clicked Malicious URLs in 1Q 2015

In keeping with being the top malicious-URL-hosting country, the United States also  
posted the highest number of user clicks to malicious links.
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Top Spam Languages in 1Q 2015 

English remained the most-used language in spam.

Top Spam-Sending Countries in 1Q 2015

Consistent with the top spamming language being English, the United States  
topped the list of spam-sending countries. Iran knocked the Ukraine off the list.
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Top Malware Families in 1Q 2015

Top Malware Families by Segment in 1Q 2015

Segment Detection Name Volume

Enterprise

DOWNAD 62K

SALITY 35K

DUNIHI 29K

SMB

DOWNAD 12K

DLOADR 11K

UPATRE 10K

Consumer

KRYPTIK 61K

GAMARUE 38K

SALITY 36K

Though KRYPTIK quickly rose to join the list of top malware this past quarter,  
it still did not manage to oust long-standing chart toppers, SALITY and DOWNAD.

Detection Name Volume

SALITY 86K

DOWNAD 83K

KRYPTIK 71K

BROWSEVIEW 69K

GAMARUE 65K

DUNIHI 49K

VIRUX 42K

UPATRE 41K

FORUCON 39K

RAMNIT 29K
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Top Adware Families in 1Q 2015

Top Adware Families by Segment in 1Q 2015

Segment Detection Name Volume

Enterprise

OPENCANDY 68K

DEALPLY 46K

TOMOS 18K

SMB

OPENCANDY 29K

DEALPLY 23K

MYPCBACKUP 8K

Consumer

OPENCANDY 346K

MYPCBACKUP 156K

DEALPLY 135K

Top-ranking adware, OPENCANDY, consistently topped the list of device infectors across user segments.

Detection Name Volume

OPENCANDY 454K

DEALPLY 224K

MYPCBACKUP 183K

MYPCBaACKUP 142K

PULSOFT 122K

TOMOS 113K

MULTIPLUG 109K

INSTALLCORE 102K

ELEX 90K

SPROTECT 67K
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Top Android Malware Families in 1Q 2015

Danpay was the most notorious Android malware family this past quarter. Its routines 
include accessing C&C servers to wait for malicious commands while silently downloading 

other apps onto already-infected devices.

Top Android Adware Families in 1Q 2015 

AdLeak, a generic Trend Micro detection name for apps that could put user privacy at risk,  
topped the list of mobile adware this past quarter.
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Top Android Threat Types Seen in 1Q 2015

Adware continued to be the top threat type to Android devices. Payware refer to PUAs that manipulate users into 
agreeing to pay fraudulent fees or charges. PUAs are not inherently malicious but may have functionalities that can 

compromise users’ data security or hamper their mobile experience.

Cumulative Android Threat Growth as of 1Q 2015

A majority of the Android threats we detected this past quarter were PUAs.
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Countries Where the Highest Number of C&C Servers Were Hosted in 1Q 2015

C&C servers were broadly distributed across countries like the United States, the Ukraine, and 
Germany. Note that attackers do not necessarily have to reside in these countries to access 
their C&C servers, as these can be remotely manned. Most of the countries in this list also 

figured in that of top malicious-URL-hosting countries. This could indicate hosting service and 
infrastructure abuse in these countries.

Countries with the Highest Number of C&C Server Connections in 1Q 2015

The United States posted the highest number of C&C connections. Coincidentally, it also topped 
the list of countries with the highest number of user clicks to malicious URLs. This could indicate 

that most of the access attempts recorded were botnet related.
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Malware Families with the Highest Number of Related C&C Servers in 1Q 2015

Variants of the ransomware, CRILOCK, accessed the highest number of C&C servers this past quarter.

Malware Families with the Highest Number of Victims in 1Q 2015

POWELIKS recorded the highest number of victims this past quarter, likely due to its  
stealth mechanism, allowing it to stay hidden in infected systems.
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